
Fundamentals of   
Reverse Osmosis

How to squeeze  the most 

out of your water!
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Have you ever wondered where your water comes from?

Stop and consider what substances may be in your water that you cannot     
see, taste or smell!

There are typically three types of water used for the home:
1. Utility----Water for outdoor use such as sprinkling the yard, watering the 

garden, filling the pool, etc.

2. Household---Water used inside the home for cleaning, bathing, toilet 
flushing, etc.

3. Drinking---Water for drinking, cooking and ice making.

This seminar is about a process called Reverse Osmosis.   A properly 
maintained R/O can be one of the highest quality and most cost effective  
water  systems to used for personal consumption.
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In nature ….osmosis is the 
natural process by which plants 

obtain water.

Osmosis is the movement of 
water molecules from an area of 
high concentration to an area of 
low concentration.
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Have you ever cut open a                          
watermelon and found 

a piece of dirt or sand?

Probably not!  So how did 
this delicious juicy melon, 
that  grew out of a field of 
dirt sand and water, become 
so luscious  and  juicy?
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Reverse Osmosis

• Reverse Osmosis is a water treatment process that removes 
undesirable minerals from water by using pressure to force 
water molecules through a semi-permeable membrane. 

• The good water molecules pass through the membrane and 
the undesirable minerals that cannot pass are directed to the 
drain as waste.

• The mineral content of water can be measure with a TDS 
meter.  

TDS = Total Dissolved Solids 
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What are the benefits of R/O water?

• Because R/O water has a low mineral content or TDS….
you can expect pristine, flavorful coffee, teas  and  juices!

• Convenient  fresh clean  water  ready  at  your  tap!
• Little or no scale in your coffee maker or tea kettle!
• Crystalline, harder  and  clear  ice cubes!
• Prolonged life of humidifier  and  steam  iron!
• Spotless glassware when rinsed with R/O water!
• Cost effective….no more bottled water  cost!
• No more heavy bottles to lift and carry!
• Great  for  your  pets!
• Even plants love pure water!
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Residential, Commercial and Industrial R/O water benefits.

Drinking Water                            Chemical Process Water

Humidification                             Cosmetics

Ice-Making                                    Animal Feed

Car Wash Rinse                            Hatcheries

Rinse Waters                                Metal Plating

Bio-Medical                                  Restaurants

Laboratories                                 Greenhouses

Photography                                 Boiler Water

Pharmaceuticals                          Battery Water

Kidney Dialysis                             Semi-Conductor Industry

Hemodialysis
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Is  carbon filtration and  Reverse Osmosis a 
similar or the  same process?

• No…...A Carbon Filter does not have the ability to 
remove  mineral content from water.  A Carbon Filter 
primarily absorbs chemical content and odors from 
the water.

• Carbon filtration is just one step included in the R/O 
process.

• Most refrigerators sold today come equipped with a 
carbon filter. Many recommend replacement 2 to 3 
times a year and may cost up to $60.00 each.
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Component parts of an R/O system

1. Pre-Filter

2. Membrane

3. Post-Filter

4. Storage Tank

5. Flow Control 

6. Automatic Shut Off

7. Faucet

Optional: Booster Pump/Permeate Pump
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1.  What is a Pre-Filter? 

• A pre-filter  is  a filter  that is designed to 
protect the  R/O  system  by  trapping  and 
holding dirt and sediment.   The majority of 
pre-filters  used today  are either sediment 
only filters or split sediment/carbon filters 
that filter  out particles  down to 5 micron and 
also filter out chlorine to protect the refined 
TFC membrane. 
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2.  What is a membrane? 

The reverse osmosis membrane is the heart of the

system.  Most particles too small to be trapped by the

pre-filter  are removed by the TFC membrane that

reduces unwanted contaminants from the water stream.

This  is accomplished in the membrane  by 2 methods :

1. Reverse Osmosis……where by charged salt-ions (TDS-Total Dissolved 
Solids) are repelled  or  rejected  by  the membrane…..much like magnets 
repel each other  when  like poles  are  placed together….and

2. Ultrafiltration…..particulate matter that physically cannot pass through 
the material.

The membrane can remove particles in the ionic range down to .0001 
microns.
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Reverse Osmosis Membrane 

• Only  good  water (permeate) passes  thru  the membrane wall and  
is  sent to the storage  tank.  The membrane is selective.   The water  
that  is  rejected  because  of  the  higher  mineral content  and  is  
sent  to the drain is called  the  concentrate  or  reject water.       
Most  TFC  membranes  reject  94  to  98%  of  TDS.

• If the feed water entering the system has a TDS of              100

• And the permeate water out of the system has a TDS of         5

• The unit has achieved a rejection level of                              95%
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3.  What is a Post Filter? 

The Post-filter is  the final stage of filtration by an activated carbon

filter.  This filter removes any  taste and odors….just  before the water flows
from the faucet….adding a final  polish to your filtered water.  

Activated carbon is a natural material derived from:
Bituminous coal, lignite, wood, coconut shell , etc……. 
Carbon is activated by steam and other means .  Different types of carbon
have different  adsorption properties . Activated carbon surfaces “hate” water
but “love” oil. When flow conditions are suitable, dissolved chemicals in
water  flowing over the carbon surface  “stick” to the carbon in a thin film
while the water passes on. This process is called adsorption. As a result of the
adsorption process, activated carbon is an effective method in removing
chlorine and it's by-products (TTHM's) and volatile organic compounds
(carbon based VOC's).
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Activated Carbon

Granule 
of 

Carbon                                                             
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4.  Storage Tank 

• The storage tank is used to collect the water 
produced by the  R/O membrane.  Because 
the R/O process  is relatively slow…..the tank 
keeps a limited supply of water on hand.  
Most residential R/O tanks

hold  about 2 or 3 gallons 

of   water.  Larger sizes

are  available.     
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5.  What is a flow control? 

The flow control is a necessary part of any R/O 
system.  Its function is to control the amount of 
water going down the drain (Rejection) as the R/O 
membrane  separates  the good water (Permeate) 
from the bad.  

The ideal condition is to have a minimal amount of 
water going to the drain while maintaining a high 
quality of product  or “permeate” water  coming 
from the system.
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6.  What is an ASO? (automatic shut-off) 

• Conventional ASO

The automatic shut-off  on a conventional R/O system, turns the water supply 
off to the R/O system when it senses that the storage tank has reached a 
certain pressure.  The  shut-off  considers the tank to be full when the 
pressure in the tank reaches two-thirds of line pressure.

Example: When the feed pressure is 60psi………..                                                                       
……………….the system would shut off  at 40 psi.

• Permeate Pump ASO

For a system with a Permeate Pump, the  unit will not shut off unit it has 
reached almost full line pressure.  A system with 60psi will shut down when 
pressure almost reaches that point.  The permeate pump also greatly reduces 
the amount of drain waste over a conventional ASO.
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ASO              VS       Permeate Pump

Advantage                  Trade Off

Consistent TDS                 Lower delivery pressure

Quieter operation           Lower tank volume

Lower unit cost                Takes longer to fill

TDS a little higher

Can shut off early due

to low feed pressure

Advantage                    Trade off

Higher delivery Pressure      Possible TDS creep

Tank fills quicker                     More noisy

Conserves waste water          Higher unit cost

Lower Product TDS                 R/O turn on with

any usage

Constant higher tank              Harder to adapt

Volume                                      to a manifold   

type system
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7.  Faucets…. 

• Most R/O Systems are installed as a drinking water 
appliance under the kitchen sink.  A separate  faucet  
in addition to the regular Hot & Cold is required.  R/O 
faucets are available in many styles and colors….
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Faucets….. Air Gap and Non-Air Gap

• When  an R/O System is installed under  a  kitchen sink, 
many local  plumbing  codes  will  require  installation  of  
an Air  Gap Faucet .  This helps  avoid  cross-contamination 
since the system has  a  connection  to  the  sanitary  water  
and the  drain  water.

• The Air-Gap faucet is constructed  in such  a way  that  it 
provides  a  required  air  “gap” or  break  between the  
sanitary and  drain  water.

• The Non-Air-Gap Faucet does not provide for  the “gap.”  
This type  faucet  might  be  used  when  alternate  legal  
drainage connections  are  available.
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Factors that affect the R/O process 

Many factors affect the R/O process and contribute to the amount of

water that a system can produce in any given time period.  Most systems

today are rated at  50 gallons of water  per  day (GPD).  

Factors that affect production are:

• Temperature of the water

• Total system water pressure

• Total dissolved  solid content (TDS)

A  typical  50 GPD reverse osmosis membrane……might 

-In Florida …. 77 degree water….60 psi and  500 TDS……produce 50 GPG

-In Indiana…..54 degree water….60 psi and  500 TDS……produce 35 GPD

Most average households today will not consume more than  2  to  5 gallon

of  drinking  water  per  day.
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Factors that affect R/O process  (con’t)

• Feedwater Pressure:  The pressure the membrane sees is what drives the 
product water production and is called “Net Pressure”.

• Temperature: The temperature of the water as it enters the membrane 
can greatly affect the membranes production.  Normal membrane testing 
is at 77 degrees.  For every degree below the standard of 77, the 
membrane production will decrease by 1.5%.  Bottom line…..cold water 
shrinks the membrane pore size and slows production.

• Feedwater TDS  (Total Dissolved solid content):  Osmotic pressure is a 
function of the type and concentration of the salts contained in the 
feedwater.  As the salt concentration increases, so does the osmotic 
pressure.  The amount of feedwater driving the pressure to reverse the 
natural direction of osmotic flow is largely determined by the level of salts 
in the feedwater.
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Installation Start-Up 
(After unit is in place and all connections have been completed.)

Read and understand the instructions that come in the box.

• Fill storage tank and pressure test the system. (If you wait for the tank to be filled  
at the rate the system produces water, it may take several hours.  To speed up the 
testing process you may wish to pressurize the system in your shop a day ahead of 
time, or fill the tank at the job site with regular tap water.) 

• Pressurize systems. Check for drips and leaks on all fittings.  (Re-check 2nd time)

• Flush and discard the first tank of water and have the customer do the same on 
the next two tanks.

(Advise the customer that the system is treated with a food grade sanitizing agent that 
may cause an undesirable taste.  Also it is normal for the first water drawn to have a 
black or gray tint.  This is  caused by the carbon fines being rinsed away.)

• Instruct the customer to leave any icemaker off until the system is operating at full 
pressure and has been flushed  for at least 3  complete cycles.
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Maintenance and Service for R/O Systems

Reverse  Osmosis  drinking  water  systems  require
annual maintenance……..Recommended service:

• Every 6 to 12 months replace……….
Pre-Filter (s)
Post-Filter (s)

• Every 4 to 6 years…… or as needed replace the
R/O Membrane

• The storage tank will need air recharged periodically.
• Tank  air  level should be  7  to  9 psi  when  empty.
• Sanitize holding tank at time of annual filter change.
• Set up method to remind customer of annual service.
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Service  and Install Tips:

• Run soft water to supply the R/O…this extends the life of the membrane 
….plus sodium is rejected usually at 99%.

• Never  run water with  iron content  to R/O….the membrane will foul 
prematurely.

• Always run R/O water through poly or plastic lines!  Never connect R/O 
water  to  metallic lines (except stainless steel) …metals will dissolve.

• If the  R/O pressure is less than  desired….add permeate pump.
• If  icemaker  is producing  partial cubes….add permeate or delivery pump.
• If system is installed in basement or utility room  away from points of 

use…….add permeate or delivery  pump if good feed pressure is not 
available….and/or increase product line size to ½” O.D.

• Use 3/8”  poly or pex tube for product water supply line to faucets and 
icemaker.

• Product supply line run over 25 to 30 feet use ½” tube….add inline carbon 
at faucet.

• Always make a new square cut on poly tube before re-insert into fitting.
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Service  and Install Tips (cont.)

• Always  turn off  icemaker  at  beginning  of  install,  instruct homeowner  
to  turn back on after  system is  flushed  3rd time.

• When installing a system and running a supply line to a refrigerator, install 
a shut off  valve  at  the system, not  behind  the  refrigerator.

• Never  leave  an installation  until  system  is  at  full pressure and  you 
have  done  a  leak/drip  test on all  fittings  several  times.

• When  installing  the drain  saddle  valve, keep it  as  far  away  from  the 
garbage disposal  unit as possible.

• When  installing  air  gap faucets, make the drain line  from the faucet to  
the drain  saddle  as  short  and  straight  as  possible.

• After  pressure test is completed, dump water in storage tank to flush 
carbon filters….have customer  repeat procedure 2 more times.

• When  servicing  system, introduce  sanitizer  to disinfect  the system.
• When  servicing  system, always  check the air  level  in  storage  tank.
• Add calcite filter  to raise pH and add mineral content for taste. 
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PuroMax PC 4

• 50 gpd TFC membrane

• NSF Approved 3.2 gallon tank

• NSF Approved quick connect fittings

• Long-Reach Chrome Faucet

• 3/8” Faucet line

• Standard 10” filters

• Post bullet filter

• Auto shut off

• Filter housing wrench

• Color coded tubes

• 1 Year limited warranty
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Max Flow HR-3

• 50 gpd TFC membrane

• NSF Approved 3.2 gallon tank

• Permeate Pump (non electric)                                                                               

• NSF Approved quick connect 
fittings

• Long-Reach Chrome Faucet 

• 3/8” Faucet line

• Standard 10” filters

• Auto shut off

• Filter housing wrench

• Color coded tubes

• 1 Year limited warranty
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FRESHPOINT GRO-475B  R/O

• 75 GPD High-Efficiency Membrane

• NSF Approved 3.2 Gallon Tank

• 4 Stage click-in-lock cartridges

• Color coded Cartridges

• NSF Approved Quick connect fittings

• Chrome Air-Gap Faucet

• 3/8” Faucet Line

• Color coded tubing

• Approved to NSF / ANSI Standards

42-53-58 & CSA-483.1
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AQLP 100 PP R/O System                      
Hi-Capacity 100 GPD System with Permeate Pump & 6 Gallon tank

• 100 GPD TFC membrane

• Hi Out-put Permeate Pump

• 6 Gallon Storage gallon tank

• Feeds multiple  Faucets

• 3 Standard 10”  Pre-filters

• Big Blue Post Carbon filter

• Auto shut off

• Filter housing wrench

• 1 Year limited warranty

• 5 Year tank warranty
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